
BAGHOUSES AC TANKS

COLD FEED BINS

Leading Clean Air Efficiency Save on Storage

Designed and Build to Last

Optional primary knockout box 
features a baffle plate, reducing 
baghouse loading

Uses 14-ounce capacity, 100% Nomex® 
bags housed in galvanized steel cages

Minimal on-site assembly 
for quick startup

Retrofitted to existing cold feed 
systems for added tonnage and 
mix design capabilities

Compatible with any control 
system, reducing component costs

Belt feeder design prevents buildup 
and maximizes aggregate flow

Stationary or portable designs 
available for individual plant 
requirements

We design our rugged cold feed bins to consistently 
outlast similar systems because we know our customers 
need products with a long wear life. Built with all-welded 
painted steel, industrial strength columns and end bracing, 
the bins stand the test of time. Tapered sidewalls and an 
adjustable radial gate system enhance material flow and 
simplify operation. Both our single-bin and multi-bin 
designs offer increased capacity for superpave and other 
high-specification mixes.

Configurations available in 
vertical/horizontal and portable 
for additional versatility

Mineral wool blanket insulation 
and a stucco-embossed 
aluminum jacket to protect the 
tank and prevent heat loss

Heavy-duty I-beam frame and 
landing gear with manual cranks 
to improve stability

Standard control panel is tank-
mounted and weatherproof, 
enhancing durability

ADM baghouses are designed to exceed 99.8 percent efficiency, 
making it easy to comply with strict emissions standards. The 
baghouses collect dust from plant operation and release clean, 
filtered air. You can then transport the dust for metering or waste 
or reintroduce it to the mix.

Our asphalt cement tanks include value-added features as part 
of our standard design while competitive brands charge costly 
premiums for these features. Our tanks are economical, reliable 
and offer AC capacities from 10,000 to 35,000 gallons. We use a 
serpentine coil arrangement to achieve a heat exchange area 
of more than 1,200 square feet (111 square meters) ensuring 
consistent AC temperatures. Our value added features include:
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Asphalt Drum Mixers


